Let us take care of you
like you take care of us.
In the time of quickly shifting needs, a UBEO
partnership can offer you payment and acquisition
strategies to help you meet this moment.
LEARN MORE

UBEO Disaster Recovery Assistance
If your in-house print shop operations are disrupted at your facility
because of COVID-19 or any other reason, UBEO can help by
providing outsourced printing services to your facility.

If your operations are impacted,
reach out to Eric Reed at
ereed@ubeo.com for help!

Curious as to how UBEO can help
your hospital or organization?

Check out our UBEO Solutions for Healthcare video!
In this video you can learn more about the solutions
UBEO has to offer and how those solutions can
improve your day-to-day.

A simple way to cle

Your health and safety is our top priority!
Don’t accidentally damage your expensive Multi-Function
Device while trying to clean it! Download our Device Cleaning
Guide and learn what you SHOULD and SHOULDN’T do
when disinfecting your office equipment.

DOWNLOAD GUIDE

What could a UBEO Partnership look like for you?

Do any of these problems sound familiar?
Legacy Data
Being locked down to your legacy provider
creates mobility problems, expensive operational
costs, and limits your organizations options for
growth.

We have a

solution!

Extraction & Migration
UBEO provides a turn-key solution for extracting
legacy ERM data that is cost-effective and easy
to implement.

HIPAA Compliance

Endpoint & Print Security

A flawed document security strategy can leave
you vulnerable to HIPAA violations and potential
fines.

We provide document and endpoint security
that meets the highest levels of data security
certifications.

Accounting

AR/AP Automation

Manual AR / AP processes can increase the
lead time from services rendered to payment,
resulting in less cash flow.

Our workflow solutions can reduce the
processing time and the labor needed to
complete your AR/AP processes.

Patient Intake & Billing

Digital Workflow

Inefficient patient intake and billing systems can
affect operations, culture, patient outcomes and
the financial health of your organization.

Implementing digital integrations with your
paper-based systems can improve the flow of
information within your organization.

Information Accessibility

Information Management

Improper paper storage, paper destruction and
information retrieval can lead to missing paper
work, HIPAA violations and disorganized files.

Our comprehensive solutions manage the
entire life cycle of your business data from
creation to disposal.

Ineffective Integrations

Systems Integration

Little or no connections between multiple data
systems make it difficult to coordinate patient care
and contribute to inefficient operations.

If you’d like to read more about these topics download our Healthcare EBook!

Effective integrations can dramatically increase
the value of your operational systems by
leveraging the data from multiple platforms.

DOWNLOAD EBOOK

